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Abstract 
 
The structure and variance of the Walker Circulation is analyzed by examining 21 models of 
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) and 24 models of Phase 3 
(CMIP3). In this study the equatorial zonal circulation is characterized by a zonal pressure 
gradient in combination with a surface temperature gradient across the Pacific. The climate 
models in this study include twentieth century and twenty-first century simulations. Several 
authors characterized the circulation intensity by setting an index derived by a zonal 
difference of spatial means. The variability of the Walker Circulation measured by the indices 
according to recent studies is analyzed in this study. A connection between the temperature 
and pressure gradient can be seen and most models indicate a weakening trend in the 
twenty-first century. Nevertheless the signal of global warming is too weak to be detected. 
No significant outcome can be obtained by any of the chosen indices which suggests that 
different meteorological parameters might be more meaningful to gain clearer evidence for 
the Walker Circulation variability. Future projections are characterized by high uncertainty 
which is mostly due to model uncertainty. The climate models presented here illustrate the 
Walker Circulation variability unequally when using the defined measure of the Walker 
Circulation intensity. Hence the definition of an index needs to be reconsidered and an 
improvement of climate models reproducing atmospheric circulation variability still remains 
to be a focus of current research.  
 
 
 
 
Zusammenfassung 
 
In dieser Arbeit wird die Struktur und Variabilität der Walker Zirkulation analysiert. Zu 
diesem Zweck werden 21 Modelle des Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 
(CMIP5) und 24 Modelle der Phase 3 (CMIP3) behandelt. Als Maß der Walker Zirkulation 
wird hier ein zonaler Bodendruck und Oberflächentemperatur Gradient entlang des Pazifiks 
angenommen. Klimasimulationen wurden für das zwanzigste sowie für das 
einundzwanzigste Jahrhundert durchgeführt. Die Intensität der Walker Zirkulation wurde 
bereits von einigen Autoren durch bestimmte Indizes definiert. Diese Indizes wurden in der 
vorliegenden Arbeit benutzt um die Variabilität der Walker Zirkulation zu analysieren. 
Hierbei wird ein Zusammenhang zwischen Druck und Temperatur festgestellt und die 
meisten Modelle verzeichnen eine Abschwächung der Zirkulation im einundzwanzigsten 
Jahrhundert. Das Signal der globalen Erwärmung in Bezug auf die Walker Zirkulation ist 
jedoch sehr gering. Kein signifikantes Ergebnis kann durch die verwendeten Indizes erlangt 
werden, da entweder das Signal zu klein ist oder die Beziehung zwischen Druck und 
Temperaturgradient zu schwach ausgeprägt ist. Dementsprechend liegt eine 
Charakterisierung der Walker Zirkulation durch weitere meteorologische Parameter nahe. 
Zudem sind Zukunftsprojektionen der atmosphärischen Zirkulationsmuster durch hohe 
Unsicherheiten gekennzeichnet. Diese Unsicherheiten rühren besonders aus der 
Modellunsicherheit. Klimamodelle stellen unter dem verwendeten Maßstab die Variabilität 
der Walker Zirkulation sehr unterschiedlich dar. Daher ist ein Index wie er in dieser Arbeit 
definiert wurde fragwürdig und die Verbesserung besonders der atmosphärischen 
Klimamodelle sollte immer noch Gegenstand aktueller Forschung sein.  
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1. Introduction 
Large scale atmospheric circulations in the tropics such like the Walker Circulation are 
strongly coupled with other low latitude processes and play an important role in affecting 
the climate across the planet (Vecchi et al., 2006; Gastineau et al., 2009). The Walker 
Circulation, first introduced by Sir Gilbert Walker and Bliss in 1932 as part of the “Southern 
Oscillation”, describes the atmospheric circulation in the tropical Pacific. This zonal 
circulation encompasses the trade winds blowing from east to west along the equatorial 
Pacific, a rising branch of air over the western Pacific, southeast Asia and northern Australia, 
a countermotion to the surface trades aloft and a descending branch of air over the eastern 
Pacific Ocean (Power et al., 2011). The Walker Circulation is affected by the Sea Surface 
Temperatures (SSTs) in the tropical Pacific, which are considered to be the main driving 
mechanism for the air circulation. Cold SST due to the Humboldt Current off Peru stabilize 
the stationary high over the Peruvian coast, warm SST in the western Pacific induce wet, 
warm air to rise and form the low system over the Maritime Continent. There is a strong 
connection to the El Niño/Southern Oscillation phenomenon (ENSO), as the Walker 
Circulation weakens and reverses during El Niño events. During an El Niño event, 
exceptionally warm water is found off the Peruvian coast, strong cooling is observed during 
the opposite phase of El Niño, called the La Niña phenomenon. El Niño events occur on 
intervals of 2-7 years. Coupled to El Niño is the atmospheric part of ENSO, the Southern 
Oscillation. This term describes the interference of the low pressure center in the west 
Pacific and the high pressure center in the east Pacific. During El Niño a strong high pressure 
center develops in the western tropical Pacific and Indian Ocean regions and a low pressure 
center develops in the southeastern tropical Pacific. This pressure system swings according 
to the phase of El Niño (McPhaden et al., 1998). Another coupling is observed to the 
monsoon circulation. Because of significant natural and economical relevance, changes of 
the Walker Circulation in intensity and structure are of particular interest (Vecchi et al., 
2006).  
Several different approaches have been made to investigate the physics of the Walker 
Circulation in detail. The first definition of ENSO was done by Walker and further developed 
and explained by Bjerknes (1969). Bjerknes proposed the air circulation overlying the ENSO 
phenomenon as “Walker Circulation”. As a measure for the circulation pattern he suggested 
the by Walker defined Southern Oscillation index (SOI), specified as the pressure difference 
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between Tahiti and Darwin (Australia). Bjerknes has already found some variability in the 
structure of the Walker Circulation which is still a focus of current research.  
1.1 State of research 
The Walker Circulation weakened during the 20th century as suggested among others by 
Vecchi et al. (2006). The authors analyzed observations in SLP and found a reduction of the 
pressure gradient along the equator (      since the mid-nineteenth century. These results 
resembled trends in the mean sea level pressure in simulations with a climate model where 
the forcing included anthropogenic forcing. Power et al. (2011) defined an index like Vecchi 
et al. (2006) and came to the same conclusion of a weakened Walker Circulation during the 
20th century, using coupled climate models of the third phase of the Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project (CMIP3). Zhang et al. (2006) also found a weakening trend in      
in the last 50 years by using observational SLP data. Consistent with these results are results 
by Held et al. (2006) who investigated changes of the hydrological cycle from model 
simulations generated for the Fourth Assessment of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) with different radiative forcing. They found out that the atmospheric 
circulation must slow down due to a decrease in the exchange of mass between boundary 
layer and the free troposphere (for details see appendix). Tanaka et al. (2003), after they 
analyzed NCEP-NCAR reanalysis data also found a weakening trend in the last decades. 
Instead of analyzing      the authors investigated in a time series of the peak in velocity 
potential over the western Pacific.  
In contrast Meng et al. (2011) analyzed outputs from an Atmospheric General Circulation 
Model (AGCM), forced by the history of observed sea surface temperatures and found a 
strengthening trend in the Walker Circulation during the 20th century. Yu et al. (2012), after 
analyzing CMIP3 models, also found a strengthening trend by investigating mass flux 
changes.  
The variability of the Walker Circulation is associated with the El Niño- Southern Oscillation 
phenomenon (ENSO). Already Bjerknes (1969) got to the result that the western part of the 
Walker Circulation varies interannually in longitudinal position. Wang (2002) showed that 
the Walker Circulation weakens with an El Niño event, accompanied with an eastward 
movement of the western part of the circulation. This indicates that there might be strong 
temporal variations in the structure of the Walker Circulation.  
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Several studies considered changes of the Walker Circulation in the 21st century. Power et al. 
(2011) found negative SLP trends in future projections, indicating a weakening Walker 
Circulation. In agreement with this are results by Held et al. (2006) for the 21st century. 
Haarsma et al. (2012) analyzed the structure of large scale planetary waves and also 
concluded a weakening trend for the next century.  Yu et al. (2012), investigating Walker 
Circulation changes in the 21st century, found a strengthening trend. In agreement Gastineau 
et al. (2009) also found a strengthened Walker Circulation in the 21st century. The authors 
analyzed the outputs of one coupled climate model with doubled carbon dioxide 
concentrations and examined the effect of SST on the Walker Circulation. As an index to 
describe the Walker Circulation they chose yearly mean 200 hecto Pascal (hPa) velocity 
potential averaged over the tropical region.  
Together, these studies highlight distinct possible outcomes for the Walker Circulation 
behavior in the 20th and 21st century. But notably the authors used different data sets (i.e. 
climate models and observations) and different indices to define the Walker Circulation. 
Upcoming questions are where these disagreements are caused by. Possible sources could 
be the choice of different datasets, or the choice of the subset definition of the circulation.   
1.2 Research motivation 
Thus the specific objectives and questions are as follows: 
 Is the strength of the Walker Circulation dependent on the set of modeling data? To 
investigate this issue, results of fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison 
Project (CMIP5) data are compared to results of the outputs of CMIP3 models.  
 How do climate models simulate changes in the Walker Circulation under global 
warming boundary conditions? Is a clear signal visible or is the internal climate 
variability stronger than a distinct change? How do the related parameters alter 
under global warming?  
 How is the definition affecting the behavior of the Walker Circulation in the 21st 
century? Since varying results came out of different studies making use of different 
approaches, the choice of the index might play an important role.  
 As already pointed out by Wang (2002), the Walker Circulation exhibits strong 
structural variability. In this study the longitudinal variation of the two pressure 
centers will be analyzed.  
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To examine the four issues, first the behavior of the SLP gradient (    ) and the 
temperature gradient (   ) along the equator is calculated. In the first part of this study I 
follow Vecchi et al. (2006) and use the pressure and temperature difference between the 
eastern and western Pacific as a definition. Calculations were done on CMIP3 and CMIP5 
model data to deconstruct possible differences between both datasets.  
Since all future projections are related to uncertainties, the uncertainties in the Walker 
Circulation are separated into internal variability, model uncertainty and scenario 
uncertainty and their contribution to the predictions is determined. Also considered is the 
equivalent temperature (    ) to analyze the effect of the hydrological cycle on the 
circulation.  
To analyze how the underlying definition influences the projected changes of the Walker 
Circulation, two further indices defined in previous work (Zhang et al., 2006, Wang, 2002) 
are used. Moreover the index defined by Vecchi et al. (2006) is varied firstly by taking the 
difference of SLP averaged over smaller regions in the western and eastern Pacific. Secondly 
the locations of the minimal and maximal pressure are calculated and two new regions are 
defined, containing an area around minimal and maximal pressure.  
In this study the main contributor to uncertainties concerning the Walker Circulation in the 
21st is to be detected. The source for differences in future projections can eventually be 
found in the choice of data or the index which describes the Walker Circulation intensity. 
Both possibilities are analyzed in the following.  
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2. Data and analysis methods 
2.1 Data and climate model simulations 
The data used in this study are model outputs of the third and fifth phase of the Coupled 
Model Intercomparison Project. The different phases of CMIP models were designed by the 
World Climate Research Program’s (WCRP) Working Group on Coupled Modeling (WGCM). 
The CMIP data archive is managed by the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and 
Intercomparison (PCMDI) (Taylor et al., 2012). Output from the CMIP archive can be 
obtained through the climate center’s webpage (http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/esgf-web-fe/).  
To investigate changes in the Walker Circulation over different timescales, three different 
long-term experiments are considered. To analyze the unforced variability of the models the 
CMIP5 pre-industrial control run covering 250 years is used. The CMIP5 historical experiment 
is used for simulations of the 20th century, for CMIP3 data simulations of the 20th century are 
referred to as 20c3m simulations. Two future projection simulations are analyzed. In the 
CMIP5 datasets, these projections are referred to as “Representative Concentration 
Pathways” (RCPs), in CMIP3 as “Special Report on Emission Scenarios” (SRES). The RCP’s 
labels relate to an estimate of radiative forcing in the year 2100 (Taylor et al., 2011). In the 
following the used experiments are described in detail:  
 piControl (250 years): prescribed atmospheric Green House Gas (GHG) 
concentrations that stay constant throughout the simulation period. The piControl 
experiment serves as a baseline for model analysis of the 20th and 21st century 
(Taylor et al., 2011).  
 20c3m (1850-2000): Climate projections for the 20th century that are based on 
observed concentrations and the present climate (CMIP3) (IPCC, 2007). 
 historical (1850-2005): Climate projections for the 20th century that are based on 
observed concentrations and the present climate (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2011).  
 SRES A1B (2000-2100): Emission is assumed to grow until it reaches a peak in mid-
century. In the second half of the century emissions decline. A balance across all 
emission sources is supposed (IPCC, 2007).  
 RCP8.5 (2005-2100): the radiative forcing reaches a level of about 8.5    ⁄ at the 
end by the century (Taylor et al., 2011).  
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 RCP4.5 (2005-2100): the radiative forcing reaches a level of about 4.5    ⁄  at the 
end of the century (Taylor et al., 2011).   
The reviewed parameters in this study are SLP, surface temperature (TS), near surface zonal 
wind (uas) and     . Analyzed are the outputs from 21 different global climate models in the 
historical experiment, the two mentioned emission scenarios for CMIP5; and SLP and TS only 
for the pre-industrial control run (table 1 and add. table 2, appendix). For CMIP3 24 models 
were available for the 20c3m and the SRES A1B scenario. For CMIP3 model names see 
additional table 3, appendix. Only one ensemble member for each model is used, although 
some models exhibit several ensemble runs. The models used are chosen by availability in all 
scenarios at least in the parameters SLP and TS (table 1 and add. table 2 and 3, appendix). In 
all calculations land points were not removed. Land covered surface might have an influence 
on the Walker Circulation (Gastineau et al., 2009), so possible influence of land points is 
considered. Over the ocean, surface temperature equals SST. All values are available on a 
monthly basis and were averaged yearly. Furthermore all data were interpolated to a 2°x 2° 
grid though a linear interpolation function.  
In this analysis the strength of the Walker Circulation is defined by a zonal gradient of 
meteorological surface parameters between the maritime Continent and South America. 
This gradient has been expressed as a difference of special mean. To analyze the 
dependence on the chosen area, the location of the boxes in the western and eastern Pacific 
was varied. A documentation of the index and the corresponding areas is given in table 2. 
The zonal wind is averaged along the equator (120°E-70°W, 5°N-5°S), the choice of this 
region is based on the calculations made by Vecchi et al. (2006) (details see 2.3). As the SLP 
gradient the difference of the eastern box and the western box is taken (high minus low), for 
the TS and      gradient the gradient is inverted (west minus east) to subtract the cold pool 
from the warm pool. A strong zonal difference indicates a relative intense zonal circulation.  
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Table 1. The table shows the analyzed CMIP5 models and model number. Crosses indicate the usage 
for simulations of the 20th and 21st century. For the piControl experiment only 14 model outputs were 
available (add. Table 2).  
Model 
number 
Model name Used  for 
SLP 
Used for TS Used for uas Used for      
1 ACCESS1_0 x x x - 
2 ACCESS1_3 x x x - 
3 BCC-CSM1-1m x x x x 
4 BNU-ESM x x x x 
5 CanESM2 x x x x 
6 CCSM4 x x - - 
7 CESM1-CAM5 x x - - 
8 CSIRO Mk3-6-0 x x x - 
9 FIO-ESM x x - - 
10 GISS-E2-H x x x - 
11 IPSL-CM5A-LR x x x x 
12 IPSL-CM5A-MR x x x x 
13 IPSL-CM5B-LR x x x x 
14 MIROC5 x x x x 
15 MIROC-ESM-CHEM x x x x 
16 MIROC-ESM x x x x 
17 MPI-ESM-LR x x x - 
18 MPI-ESM-MR x x x - 
19 MRI-CGCM3 x x x x 
20 Nor-ESM1-ME x x - x 
21 Nor-ESM1-M x x x x 
 
2.2 Analysis methods 
Future climate predictions feature high uncertainty. To investigate in narrowing his 
uncertainty, the total uncertainty can be divided up in three sources. These sources are 
discussed in the following. This study follows the approach of Hawkins and Sutton (2009). 
Hereafter each prediction for one model and one parameter can be represented as  
                                                                                 (1) 
where X is the absolute value, x a fourth-order polynomial fit over the available period of the 
simulation, i a reference value and   is a residual that describes the deviance from the fitted 
curve. Here the reference values are the means of the appropriate parameter of the years 
1971-2000.  
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Based on this presentation of each model the three sources of uncertainty can be calculated 
for the amount of analyzed model simulations.  
 The internal variability (V) names here the variability of the climate system. For each 
model V is represented by the variance of the residuals from the fit. The model 
mean and a mean across scenarios are taken. Figure 1 shows the internal variability 
for each model for the whole time period, the first half and the second half of the 
century. The result indicates that V can be considered as constant in time. The 
internal variability is estimated as (   is the number of scenarios): 
  
 
  
 ∑      (      )                                                          (2) 
 
 The model uncertainty (M) describes the response of the different climate models to 
the same radiative forcing. Since the prediction models are initialized from different 
observational datasets they have a different “starting point” of the impact of climate 
change. This important discrepancy is also considered under M. M can be defined as 
the variance in the different fits between the models for each time t and each 
scenario s. Then a model mean is taken. 
 (   
 
  
∑     (                                                       (3) 
 The scenario uncertainty  (S) is the variance of the model means for each scenario: 
 (       (∑                                                               (4) 
 
 Since the three sources of uncertainty can be treated as independent, the total 
variance is: 
 (      (    (                                                     (5) 
 
The mean anomaly of all predictions above the reference period is 
 (    
 
  
∑                                                                  (6) 
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The fractional uncertainty for a 90% confidence level is: 
 
 (   
     √ (  
 (  
                                                              (7) 
 
The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is the inverse of F(t).  
In this work all uncertainties are derived on decadal means. Uncertainties on yearly means 
are analyzed briefly (section 3), for figures see appendix.  
The statistical significance of the data is tested with a student’s t-test. To evaluate the 
relation between SLP and TS the regression coefficient and the coefficient of determination 
is calculated. Statistical methods have been applied according to Wilks (2006).  
     is calculated using the following approximation: 
        
    
  
                                                            (8)                   
  
Where    is the temperature, s the specific humidity,    the latent heat of evaporation,   
the mixing ratio and    the specific heat (Malberg, 1994).  
 Fig. 1. The internal variability for the western Pacific (80°E-160°E, 5°S-5°N) of SLP. a rcp45,                  
b  rcp85. The model number according to table 1 is shown on the x-axis; Number 22 is the model 
mean. 
a) 
b) 
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2.3 Overview of the indices 
In this study several indices to define the Walker Circulation that were introduced before are 
applied to determine the intensity of the circulation (table 2). 
Table 2. Overview of the indices that are analyzed in this study. 
Reference In the following referred 
to as 
Western box Eastern box 
Vecchi et al. (2006) Vecchi-index 80°E-160°E, 5°S-5°N 160°W-80°W, 5°S-5°N 
Zhang et al. (2006), 
possibility 1 
Zhang-index, type 1 110°-140°E, 10°S-10°N 120°-70°W, 35°-15°S 
Zhang et al. (2006), 
possibility 2 
Zhang-index, type 2 110°-140°E, 10°S-10°N 160°-110°W, 35°-15°N 
Wang (2002) Wang-index 120°-160°E, 5°S-5°N 160°-120°W, 5°S-5°N  
Vecchi et al. (2006) Bisect Vecchi-index 80°E-120°E, 5°S-5°N 120°W-80°W, 5°S-5°N 
 
Since the Vecchi-index is most general with large areas in the western and eastern Pacific, 
this index is chosen to make first calculations about the Walker Circulation behavior in 
climate models (section 3.1 and 3.2). Zhang et al. (2006) analyzed only SLP data and defined 
their index according to the location of the low pressure system in the western Pacific and 
the two high pressure centers south/north of the equator. In this study analysis with SLP and 
TS data were done using this index, so it can be questioned if the choice of the Zhang-index 
is useful. Wang chose an index according to the location of the positive peak in velocity 
potential over the western Pacific. The author analyzed the 500 hPa vertical velocity 
anomaly so using this approach as well can be inappropriate for analyzing SLP/TS data. Meng 
et al. (2011) suggested that the warming of the Indian Ocean has a strong influence on 
model results. This influence is not considered in the approach defined by Wang (2002), 
since the regions are located only over the Pacific Ocean. In another approach the area 
defined by Vecchi et al. (2006) was divided and half the area was used to define a new index.  
In section 3.3 all calculations refer to the indices listed above. In section 4 different 
outcomes are discussed. Furthermore in section 3.3.2 new indices are defined depending on 
the location of the low and high pressure center of each model.  
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3. Results 
In this section four main issues are analyzed. The first part of this chapter deals with the 
comparison of CMIP3 and CMIP5 data. It is shown, how both datasets illustrate the Walker 
Circulation by using the parameter SLP and TS. In the second part of chapter three the 
uncertainties related to future projections of the Walker Circulation are analyzed on 
different meteorological surface parameters. All calculations were done using the index 
definition according to Vecchi (see chapter 2.3). Finally different indices (defined in chapter 
2.3) are applied to examine changes in the relation between SLP and TS. In this part I also 
take a look on the variability of the high and low pressure centers. 
 
3.1 Comparison of CMIP3 and CMIP5 data 
In figure 2 the mean gradient for each century is shown for CMIP3 and CMIP5. According to 
the student’s t-test analysis, all individual datasets have unequal means on a 99% 
significance level. The model means of the 20th century simulations (Fig. 2a) do not differ 
between CMIP3 and CMIP5 datasets. It can be seen that both datasets illustrate a similar 
correlation between CMIP3 and CMIP5 data. First there is a tight connection in the CMIP 
datasets between SLP and TS. This connection is reflected in the high regression coefficient 
of 0.9 for the 20th century and 0.8 for the 21st century. Deviations from the regression line 
are rare, which is indicated by a relatively high    of 0.78 for the 20th century and 0.54 for 
the 21st century. A small decreasing tendency can be observed for the 21st century.   
The internal variability of the Walker Circulation in climate models is investigated by 
calculating the pressure and temperature gradient for the pre-industrial control run for the 
CMIP5 dataset (add. Fig. 1, appendix). The model mean gradient in the piControl experiment 
is similar to the one calculated for the 20th century simulations, only a slight shift towards 
weakening is observed in the 20th century. This is also indicated by the linear trend of the 
20th century (Fig. 3a). It can be seen that the internal variability of the Walker Circulation is 
illustrated differently between models, due to the rather large spread in add. Figure 1, 
appendix.  
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Fig. 2. The mean gradient in temperature and pressure gradient along the equator, the index being 
chosen according to Vecchi et al. (2006). a mean gradient in the 20th century, b mean gradient in the 
21st century. Bold stars indicate the model mean. 
 
Figure 3 shows the linear trend in sea level pressure and surface temperature for both 
datasets. Shown is the trend for the 20th and the 21st century. As already indicated by the 
difference in the mean gradient between figures 2a) and 2b), the trend in the 21st century 
simulations is negative. For CMIP5 rcp45 scenario a reduction in      by 22.5% is simulated, 
for rcp85 even by 34% (gradient by the end of the 21st century compared to the gradient by 
the end of the 20th century). With this reduction comes along a       reduction by 10.5% in 
rcp45 and 14.2% in rcp85.  
For both experiments model results are located in direct vicinity to the regression line and 
are distributed in the first and third quadrant. However, the majority of the results is located 
in the third quadrant which indicates a weakened Walker Circulation. The 21st century trend 
of SLP and SST gradient is shown in figure 3b. Reduced gradients for both parameters can be 
seen as well as the sensitivity to climate change. The strongest weakening is seen in the 
rcp85 and the weakest in the CMIP3 A1B scenario. CMIP5 data for the rcp85 scenario 
disperse stronger around the regression line which might indicate a higher sensitivity of the 
models against other processes. The rcp85 model mean shows the highest aberration from 
the regression and indicates the strongest weakening. GHG emissions therefore play a role in 
simulating the future Walker Circulation response. The trend in the first century is similar for 
CMIP3 and CMIP5 data (Fig. 3a). This agrees well with the similar future predictions from 
figure 3b.  
b) a) 
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Fig. 3. The linear trend in temperature and pressure gradient along the equator, the index being chosen 
according to Vecchi et al. (2006). a linear trend in the 20th century, b linear trend in the 21st century. Bold 
stars indicate the model mean. 
Overall it can be said that CMIP data simulate similar results in illustrating the Walker 
Circulation behavior in the 20th and 21st century.  
 
  
a) b) 
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3.2 Analysis of uncertainties of the Walker Circulation in climate models 
In the following uncertainties will be analyzed that come along with future projections of the 
Walker Circulation. In this chapter the definition of the Walker Circulation according to 
Vecchi et al. (2006) is used (see chapter 2.3). First analyses are made on the sea level 
pressure, then the near surface zonal wind is investigated. Since surface winds are directly 
driven by the pressure gradient similar outcomes are expected. Further the surface 
temperature and the equivalent temperature are analyzed.  
3.2.1 Sea level pressure  
The SLP anomalies relative to the reference period 1970-2000 are shown for each region 
west and east in the Pacific and for the gradient across the Pacific (according to the 
definition by Vecchi et al. (2006)), (Fig. 4 and 5). In the western box the pressure increases 
because of an attenuation of the low pressure system. Here the results show a small spread 
between scenarios, but a rather large spread between models, especially in the rcp85 
scenario. Two models indicate a large pressure increase in the western box (MIROC-ESM and 
MIROC-ESM-CHEM) which simulate their low pressure center over the Indian Ocean instead 
over the western Pacific. In the eastern box the anomalies are small but the spread between 
models is particularly high. The model mean zonal gradient is decreasing in both scenarios, 
indicating weakened trade winds and a weakened Walker Circulation. While in the second 
half of the century the trend in rcp45 becomes more constant it even steepens in rcp85. The 
weakened gradient agrees with findings by Vecchi et al. (2006) and argues for a weakening 
trend in the Walker Circulation in the 21st century.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Fig. 4. SLP anomaly in the single boxes according to Vecchi et al. (2006). a west box, 
b east box. 
a) 
b) 
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Figure 6 shows the absolute uncertainties for future predictions on decadal averages. By this 
method especially the internal variability is strongly reduced which determines the 
predictions on yearly means. The dominance of the internal variability can be seen in 
additional figures 1 and 2 (appendix). The main source for uncertainties in both boxes as well 
as for the gradient is the model uncertainty. Figure 7, reflecting the relative uncertainties, 
indicates, that model uncertainty explains over 50% of the total uncertainty from the second 
half of the century on. For the next few decades the internal variability dominates the 
uncertainties. The scenario uncertainty has little influence in the western box from the 
second half of the century on but is compared to other sources of uncertainty small.  
Analyzing figure 6 it is noticed that the absolute uncertainties are larger in the western box 
than in the eastern box. The variability in the high pressure system is much smaller than in 
the low pressure system, so uncertainties are reduced.  
In general a S/N ratio below 1 indicates that the signal is too weak to make qualitative 
valuable predictions of any change. The signal to noise ratio for SLP is relatively low. 
Especially the eastern box shows a low S/N ratio. In the eastern box the mean anomaly is 
small compared to the variance, so the resulting S/N ratio is small. The maximum signal will 
be reached around the year 2050. 
Fig. 5. SLP anomaly for the gradient across the equator as defined by Vecchi et al. (2006).  
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Fig. 8. S/N ratio for SLP in the 21st century. 
a) b) 
                                         
  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Absolute uncertainties for SLP in the 21st century. a box west, b box east, c gradient. 
Fig. 7. Relative uncertainties for SLP in the 21st century. a box west, b box east, c gradient. 
c) 
a) b) c) 
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3.2.2 Near surface zonal wind        
The surface zonal winds are directly connected to the pressure gradient. Changes in wind stress 
are especially important for oceanic circulation and a weakening might result in a weakening 
in surface currents (Vecchi et al., 2006). 
Figure 9 shows that the near surface zonal 
wind basically reflects the SLP pattern, as 
expected.   In both scenarios positive 
anomalies are present which indicates a 
reduction of western winds (positive 
direction for zonal wind is towards the 
east).  This finding agrees with the 
weakened pressure gradient and a 
weakened Walker Circulation.  
 
 
3.2.3 Surface temperature 
As indicated by the outcomes of section 3.1 the surface temperature is correlated with 
pressure. Therefore an investigation of surface temperature changes is of special interest. 
Figure 10 shows the zonal gradient of the temperature anomaly. A negative anomaly along 
the Pacific can be derived which indicates combined with the reduced pressure gradient a 
weakened Walker Circulation. The spread between models indicates a very strong sensitivity 
of the models to different processes. Especially in rcp85 the spread is large. Nevertheless for 
the individual boxes all models predict a 
comparable temperature tendency with 
a smaller spread between models but a 
large influence of the scenario (add.  
Figure 5, appendix).  
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Near surface zonal wind anomaly across the 
equator. Positive anomalies indicate a weakening of 
western winds.  
Fig. 10. TS anomaly for the gradient across the 
equator as defined by Vecchi et al. (2006). 
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In figure 11 the absolute uncertainties of the temperature for future projections are shown. 
The absolute uncertainties are larger for the eastern box. For both boxes the warming 
depends strongly on the choice of scenario. This is reflected by the large contribution of 
scenario uncertainty, seen in figure 12a and b. Both boxes warm up equally, which shows the 
small contribution of scenario uncertainty and the small warming signal in the gradient (Fig. 
13). In the individual boxes a clear warming signal is detectable (S/N exceeds 1); however the 
signal for the gradient is less notable. Model uncertainty is the main source for uncertainties 
in the gradient, being responsible for over 50% of the uncertainty from the second half of 
the century (Fig. 12). As well it’s notable that for the western box model uncertainty has an 
influence of over 60% from 2030 on, while in the eastern box the influence of model 
uncertainty is much smaller. Obviously models show varying results simulating the warm 
pool region.  
 
  Fig. 12. Relative uncertainties for TS in the 21st century. a box west, b box east, c gradient. 
Fig. 11. Absolute uncertainties for TS in the 21st century. a box west, b box east, c gradient. 
 
a) b) c) 
a) b) c) 
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3.2.4 Equivalent temperature 
Next the equivalent temperature is considered since water vapor plays especially in 
convection an important role. The question is if        shows a different behaviour than the 
surface temperature investigated in 3.2.3.  
The equivalent temperature shows a similar course like the surface temperature. Humidity is 
correlated with temperature and doesn’t exhibit a different distribution of the relative 
uncertainties. The three sources of uncertainty have the same contribution to the      
behaviour. Model uncertainty, internal variability and scenario uncertainty show the same 
percentages in the relative uncertainty diagram (Fig. 15) .  
 
 
Fig. 14.  𝑇𝑒𝑞𝑢 anomaly for the gradient across the 
equator as defined by Vecchi et al. (2006) 
Fig. 15. Relative uncertainties of the  𝑇𝑒𝑞𝑢 gradient in 
the 21st century.  
Fig. 13. S/N ratio for TS in the 21st century. 
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Moreover it should be investigated if         also exhibits a relation to SLP. For this purpose 
scatter plots like the ones introduced in section 3.1 are analyzed. Figure 16 shows a scatter plot 
using      instead of TS. Both diagrams look alike which confirms an identical relation 
between       and     and       and      . The distribution around the regression line is 
similar in both plots but with a better fit for      (                    
 
            
and                     
 
             The higher value for  
  indicates a stronger 
relation between       and       than for       and    .  
 
Fig. 16. Linear trend in equivalent temperature and sea level pressure gradient in the 21st century 
along the equator, the index being chosen according to Vecchi et al. (2006). a rcp45, b rcp85. 
 
3.3 Variation of the index 
3.3.1 Indices from recent studies 
In the following the boxes deriving the Walker Circulation intensity are varied to examine the 
influence of the box definition on the results. The indices defined in section 2.3 are used in 
the following analyses. In the following chapter I apply the definition according to Zhang et 
al. (2006). The authors used two approaches, once with the high pressure system south 
(type 1) and once north (type 2) of the equator. For both types they got to the same results 
namely a weakening trend in the Walker Circulation in the last decades. The subsequent 
chapter examines the index chosen by Wang (2002).  
a) b) 
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3.3.1.1 Index defined by Zhang et al. 
  
To compare the results to the findings from section 3.2, the anomaly for the SLP gradient, 
signal to noise ratio (add. Figs. 8-10, appendix) and the linear trend of the temperature and 
pressure gradient for the 21st century is analyzed. Calculations are done for both indices 1) 
and 2). Although Zhang et al. found similar results from 1) and 2), the gradient in CMIP5 data 
shows a different development in both regions (Figs. 17 and 18). While in type 2) the 
gradient shows a clear decrease, in 1) the gradient increases. The spread between the 
models is rather high.  
Figure 19 shows the changing behavior of the Walker Cell within the “Zhang-boxes”. While 
the second variation (high north of the equator) shows similar values like for the “Vecchi-
box”, the first variation exhibits both, positive and negative      values with consistent 
positive      values. Especially rcp85 in figure 19 temperature and pressure values show no 
relation to each other. Calculations showed that the southern component of the location of 
the high pressure system in type 1) is responsible for the outcome.  
Nevertheless considering the signal to noise ratio (Figs. 8 and 9, appendix), the signal is not 
significant. The signal for the gradient is small for both types (S/N     for type 1, S/N      
for type 2). Therefore it can be questioned if the Zhang-index is applicable for pressure and 
temperature analyses.  
Fig. 17. SLP anomaly for the gradient between 
the western low and the high south of the 
equator (type 1). 
 
Fig. 18. SLP anomaly for the gradient between 
the western low and the high north of the 
equator (type 2). 
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3.3.1.2 Index defined by Wang 
The boxes used by Wang are located inside the “Vecchi-boxes”; they cover respectively half 
the area and lie inside the western parts of both of the “Vecchi-boxes” (see section 2.3). 
Results from the Wang-index yield a stronger negative SLP gradient in the rcp85 scenario 
and the tendency is more consistent through models than in the calculations made by 
Zhang. The scatter plots (Fig. 21) show similar results like diagrams from the “Vecchi-box”. 
The models disperse stronger in figure 21 than for the Vecchi-index (                   
              and                     
 
           . The relation between 
pressure and temperature is especially in rcp45 rather poor. The signal to noise ratio for the 
Fig. 19. Linear trend in temperature and sea level pressure gradient in the 21st century along the 
equator, the index was chosen according to Zhang et al. (2006).  a type 1 (high south of the 
equator), rcp45 , b type 1) rcp85, c type 2) (high north of the equator), rcp45 , d  type 2) rcp85. 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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Fig. 21. Linear trend in temperature and sea level pressure gradient in the 21st century along the 
equator, the index being chosen according to Wang (2002). a rcp45 , b rcp85. 
gradient has a value around 0.6 which indicates a better detectable signal than for the 
Zhang-index, but still the signal is small.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 20. SLP gradient between the boxes chosen by Wang. 
a) b) 
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3.3.2 Definition of a new index            
3.3.2.1 Alteration of the Vecchi-index 
In the following the “Vecchi-boxes” analyzed in 3.2 are divided in half. The appropriate 
region is described in table 2, chapter 2.3. Since Wang already made some calculations on 
the western parts of the boxes in the upcoming analysis the eastern part of both boxes is 
considered. The results are similar to those considering the Vecchi-index, unless    is higher 
for the rcp45 scenario (                    
 
            and                    
             . Comparing the results to the study of Wang, the findings are similar. The 
result shows that a variation of smaller boxes within the “Vecchi-boxes” doesn’t have an 
effect on the interpretation of the Walker Circulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 22. SLP gradient for the bisect “Vecchi-box”. 
Fig. 23. Linear trend in temperature and sea level pressure gradient in the 21st century along the 
equator, the index is the bisect area defined by Vecchi et al. (2006). a rcp45 , b rcp85. 
a) b) 
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3.3.2.2 New static index 
For the definition of a new box the location of minimum and maximum pressure is 
calculated. First the location of minimum and maximum pressure is derived for each model 
for the whole 21st century, for the first half of the century and the second half of the 
century, to examine the influence of a temporal shift (add. Figs. 13 and 14, appendix). For 
the location of minimal pressure several models show a slight temporal shift, but the model 
mean stays constant. For the location of maximum pressure the appropriate longitude is 
nearly constant. Moreover the location of each pressure center with the correspondent 
standard deviation is calculated for the historical experiment (add. Fig. 15, appendix). 
Compared to figure 24 no outstanding difference can be detected.  
Figure 24 shows the mean location for minimal and maximal pressure over the 21st century 
and the temporal standard deviation. Only the rcp45 scenario is shown, since the result is 
consistent for both scenarios. For the longitude of the maximal pressure, the standard 
deviation in general is smaller than for minimal pressure, which is in agreement with the 
idea of a more stationary high over the eastern Pacific. Furthermore it can be seen that the 
maximal pressure center for all models is located in a relatively small region within the 
boundaries of the “Vecchi-box”. The minimal pressure center shows a large variability of the 
location. As already suggested by Bjerknes (1969) and Wang (2002), the western part of the 
circulation varies in longitudinal position and exhibits a slight eastward shift during an El 
Niño event. This variability of the location reflects the large model uncertainty calculated in 
3.2. Some models exhibit a low pressure center outside the “Vecchi-box”. Defining a new 
box therefore is an obvious conclusion.  
The new box encloses all pressure centers (Fig. 24). A new approach of the box ensures that 
the high and low pressure center of each model is located within the box. The resulting new 
west box reaches from 80-180°E and the east box extents between 130°-80°W.  
Figure 25 shows the relation between the pressure and temperature gradient. Results are 
similar to those for the Vecchi-index (add. Fig. 7, appendix), more models indicate a 
weakening trend. Especially in rcp45 the models feature similar values, in rcp85 one group of 
models shows no trend in the temperature and pressure gradient, some indicate rather 
strong decreasing gradients. The distribution of the models around the regression line is 
rather large. The coefficient of determination is small, like already seen for calculations on 
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the Vecchi-index. The rcp85 scenario indicates a stronger relation between the temperature 
and pressure gradient (                    
 
            and                    
             . 
Figure 26 shows the S/N ratio for the “new box”. The signal is larger (S/N   0.8) than the one 
calculated for the “Vecchi-box” (S/N   0.6) in section 3.2. However, the signal is still weak 
and below the value 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 24. Location of minimal and maximal pressure center for each model as climatological mean 
over the 21st century and the standard deviation. The y-axis shows the model number according to 
table 1, number 22 is the model mean. Black lines indicate the location of the “Vecchi-box”, red 
lines the location of the “new box”. 
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3.3.2.3 Model-depending index 
In the following calculations the boxes are chosen to vary the with pressure centers. For this 
approach the location of the minimal/maximal pressure center for each model is averaged 
over an area of    ° for the minimal pressure center and    ° for the maximal pressure 
center. These calculations are done, since it needs to be prevented that surface 
temperatures are located at the South American continent. In figure 28 the relation between 
the pressure and temperature gradient per degree is shown. Compared to the scatter plots 
Fig. 25. Linear trend in temperature and sea level pressure gradient in the 21st century along 
the equator, the index is derived from the location of the low and the high pressure systems of 
the models. a rcp45 , b rcp85. 
 
Fig. 26. S/N ratio for SLP in the 21st century on the 
“new box”. 
a) b) 
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Fig. 27. Linear trend in temperature and sea level pressure gradient in the 21st century along the 
equator, the index is derived from the location of the low and the high pressure systems of each model 
   ° /   ° around the pressure centers. a rcp45 , b rcp85. 
analyzed in the sections before, the values are in the same order (Values of the “Vecchi-box” 
are per 160° distance between the two boxes).  
A large difference between scenarios can be seen. While in figure 27 a) the regression fit is 
statistically good (                    
 
            the distribution around the 
regression line in rcp85 is large (                    
 
          .  
The signal to noise ratio (Fig. 28) for the gradient is low (S/N 0.3) indicating a weak signal 
for climate warming. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 28.  S/N ratio for SLP in the 21st century on the 
“variable box”. 
a) b) 
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4. Discussion 
The three main outcomes of this study will be summarized in the following (4.1). In section 
4.2 the relevance of the outcomes will be discussed. As a conclusion a brief outlook 
completes this study. 
4.1 Discussion of the results 
4.1.1 Comparison of CMIP3 and CMIP5 data 
This part refers to section 3.1 showing that the CMIP3 and CMIP5 datasets both yield a 
relation between the pressure and temperature gradient. While the gradients in the 20th 
century nearly resemble the gradient of the pre-industrial control run (add. Fig. 1, appendix), 
in the 21st century a slight shift towards weakened gradients can be seen. This shift is 
consistent throughout both datasets. A stronger weakening trend in CMIP5 data can be seen 
(Fig. 3b). The contemporary trend (historical and 20c3m scenario) is similar in both datasets 
which may indicate that the CMIP5 models show a stronger response to global warming 
conditions.  
Internal variability of the Walker Circulation is already seen in the pre-industrial control run 
experiment. As expected a positive pressure and temperature gradient can be seen. 
However, this gradient varies between the individual models. This indicates that the internal 
variability of the Walker Circulation is differently pronounced by the climate models, which 
gives rise to a high model uncertainty in future projections.  
4.1.2 Analysis of climate model simulations 
Analysis of the climate model simulations indicates a weakening Walker Circulation. The 
zonal pressure anomaly shows a weakening trend in time, related to this finding is a 
weakening of the trade winds (Figs. 5 and 9). On annual means internal variability dominates 
the predictions until the second half of the century (add. Figs. 2 to 5, appendix). In the 
second half of the century model uncertainty plays a major role. The large importance of the 
internal variability is driven by the El Niño phenomenon which is closely related to the 
Walker Circulation variability (section 1.1). Decadal averaged data show therefore less 
interannual variability due to El Niño events. On larger timescales (decadal) and with longer 
lead time model uncertainty is dominating the prediction uncertainties. This effect is due to 
the different illustration of the Walker Circulation variability by the models as seen in the 
pre-industrial control run (add. Fig. 1, appendix). Since Walker Circulation variability is 
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closely linked to El Niño, models seem to simulate the El Niño influence quite differently.  
This fact was proven before in multi-model study by van Oldenborgh et al. (2005), using 
CMIP3 climate models.  
The scenario uncertainty is negligible for the sea level pressure. For the temperature in 
contrast scenario uncertainty plays a major role especially for the individual boxes from the 
midway of the 21st century on. Hence GHG emissions have a larger effect on temperature 
than on pressure. 
In the following the signal of global warming is discussed for temperature and pressure. The 
signal in the surface temperature for the individual boxes is rather large and rises from 
climate noise (S/N  2.7). In contrast the signal for the zonal temperature gradient is small 
(S/N  0.5), since the warming is nearly unique in the investigated region.  The pressure 
signal in general is less conspicuous; especially in the eastern box (S/N  0.1). A larger 
amount of changes appears in the western box (S/N  0.8) which indicates that the low 
pressure system over Australia responses more sensitive to climate change and shows a 
larger weakening signal in a future climate. The gradient shows a smaller weakening signal 
(S/N  0.6) which is more unremarkable.  
 In this study results concerning the effect of humidity on the lower layers of the atmosphere 
agree with work done by Held and Soden (2006). Hereafter with an increase in surface 
temperatures the water vapor concentration in the lower troposphere increases which 
causes an equivalent temperature addition to the surface temperature. The surprising 
outcome is that relative uncertainties do not change when using      instead of TS. It can be 
expected that a different distribution of relative uncertainties arises due to the coupling to 
other processes affecting water vapor in the atmosphere.  
It can be questioned to use      instead of TS for all calculations. But it must be considered 
that fewer models were available for      calculations, so outcomes may change when using 
more climate models.  
4.1.3 Choice of the index 
This section questions whether the definition of an index as it was done in this work is a 
useful approach. For this purpose the signal to noise ratio for pressure and the coefficient of 
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determination, illustrating the relation between the gradients in temperature and pressure, 
are discussed.  
Table 3 shows S/N and    for the individual indices. For the signal to noise ratio only the 
global warming signal for the gradient is shown, for    one value for rcp45 and for rcp85 is 
presented.  
Table 3. Overview of the coefficient of determination and the signal to noise ratio for the individual 
indices (according to table 2). 
index          
 
             
According to Vecchi et al. 
(2006) 
0.08 0.51 0.6 
According to Zhang et al. 
(2006), type 1) 
0.2 0.05 0.3 
According to Zhang et al. 
(2006), type 2) 
0.62 0.61 0.45 
According to Wang (2002) 0.02 0.47 0.6 
Bisect Vecchi-index 0.23 0.49 0.6 
New static index 0.03 0.35 0.8 
Variable index 0.61 0.1 0.3 
 
Firstly it can be seen that for all indices the signal to noise ratio is below 1. The new static 
index depending on the region of the individual pressure centers exhibits the highest global 
warming signal. Interestingly the signal to noise ratio for the variable index is lowest, due to 
a high fractional uncertainty. This indicates that the better solution might be to define a 
static index, to capture the longitudinal migration of the pressure center.  
For most of the indices the coefficient of determination is higher for the rcp85 scenario, 
meaning that for the highest emission scenario the relation between the pressure and 
temperature gradient is most pronounced.  
General outcomes do not differ notably with the choice of the index. Results for CMIP 
models are similar (if considering an index around the equator); migrating into the 
Subtropics brings up new uncertainties (see calculations concerning the index according to 
Zhang et al. (2006)). Nevertheless if the pressure and temperature gradient are supposed to 
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be a measure for the circulation, none of the indices indicates a clear outcome. Either for 
one of the emission scenarios the relation between temperature and pressure is not 
significant or the signal is too small to make valuable conclusions.  
4.2 Relevance of the results 
It was shown that future projections of the Walker Circulation are subjected to large 
uncertainties which make it difficult to detect a signal indicating change. Especially the long 
term signal of the pressure gradient is superimposed by internal variability. Model 
uncertainty dominates predictions on large timescales. Individual models show large 
aberrations from the common trend so analyzing individual models alone can be subject to 
large uncertainties and must be considered with caution. Atmospheric climate models still 
feature high uncertainties in simulating future internal variability of the climate system and 
an improvement of model simulations is still an important aspect of current research.  
No significant result is evident when using different indices (as discussed in section 4.1.3). It 
was suggested in the first chapters of this study that an index defining an area that includes 
the pressure center for each model might provide the best results. However it has been 
shown that results for individual indices remain unclear.  
4.3 Outlook 
As highlighted before, defining two spatial means of meteorological surface parameters as a 
measure of the Walker Circulation variability is questionable. A clear global warming signal 
cannot be detected. A relation between the pressure and temperature gradient is evident 
but this approach may produce questionable results if the defined gradient is used as an 
index.   
Therefore an alternative choice of the Walker Circulation index is needed. The result of this 
work recommended to make the same analysis using the vertical mass flux approach, 
following the work by Tanaka et al. (2003). Furthermore, applying the same analysis 
methods to a streamfunction according to Haarsma et al. (2012) may characterize the 
intensity of the Walker Circulation more accurately.  
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Appendix 
Glossary 
 Monsoon circulation: Description for winds that change seasonally. Due to the 
different heat capacities of soil and water, during spring and summer the land 
warms up faster and a low pressure system over the continent develops, the result is 
wet air blowing from ocean towards the land. In the winter this situation reverses, 
since the warm ocean releases heat to the atmosphere. Air is blowing from the land 
towards the ocean (Cole, 1975). 
 Equivalent temperature: The equivalent temperature connects the air temperature 
with the humidity.      is the temperature that would be reached if the total 
amount of water vapor within one volume of air condensed and the released heat 
would be added to the air temperature (Malberg, 1994). 
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Comment on chapter 1.1  
Clausius-Clapeyron expression for the saturation vapor pressure (Held et al., 2006): 
   
     
   
 
 
   
  (                                                                      (9) 
With L as latent heat for vaporization and R as gas constant.  
For typical temperatures of the lower troposphere, the saturation water vapor pressure 
increases by 7% for an 1-K temperature increase (Held et al., 2006). Correspondent the rate 
of precipitation increases only by 2% for each 1-K temperature increase. To maintain a 
balance in the vertical moisture transport and the precipitation rate, a weakening in the 
vertical mass exchange is needed (Vecchi et al., 2006). 
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Concerning chapter 2.1 
 
Add. Table 1. Overview of the models, associated institute and grid resolution. 
Model Institute Grid resolution [°] 
CSIRO-BOM ACCESS 1.0 CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific 
and Industrial Research 
Organization, Australia) and BOM 
(Bureau of meteorology, Australia) 
1.875x1.24 
CSIRO-BOM ACCESS 1.3 1.875x1.24 
BCC-CSM1.1m Beijing Climate Center, China 
Meteorological Administration 
2.8x2.8 
BNU-ESM College of Global Change and Earth 
System Science, Beijing Normal 
University 
2.8x2.8 
CanESM2 Canadian Center for Climate 
Modeling Analysis 
2.8x2.8 
NCAR CCSM4 National Center for Atmospheric 
research 
1.25x0.9 
NCAR CESM1-CAM5 1.25x0.9 
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organization in 
collaboration with the Queensland 
Climate Change Center of 
Excellence 
1.875x1.875 
FIO-ESM The First Institute of 
Oceanography, China 
2.8x2.8 
GISS-E2-H NASA Goddard Institute for Space 
Studies 
2.5x2 
IPSL-CM5A-LR Institute Pierre-Simon Laplace 3.75x1.875 
IPSL-CM5A-MR 2.5x1.26 
IPSL-CM5B-LR 2.5x1.26 
MIROC5 Atmosphere and Ocean Research 
Institute (The University of Tokyo), 
National Institute for 
Environmental Studies and Japan 
Agency for Marine-Earth Science 
and Technology 
1.4x1.4 
MIROC-ESM-CHEM Japan Agency for Marine-Earth 2.8x2.8 
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MIROC-ESM Science and Technology, 
Atmosphere and Ocean Research 
Institute (The University of Tokyo) 
and National Institute for 
Environmental Studies 
2.8x2.8 
MPI-ESM-LR Max Planck Institute for 
Meteorology 
1.875x1.875 
MPI-ESM-MR 1.875x1.875 
MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute 1.125x1.125 
NorESM1-ME Norwegian Climate Center  2.5x1.875 
NorESM1-M 2.5x1.875 
 
 
Add. Table 2. Usage of pressure and temperature in the four CMIP5 experiments. Crosses indicate the 
parameters have been used in the corresponding experiment. 
Model name Usage for 
piControl 
Usage for 
historical 
Usage for rcp45 Usage for rcp85 
ACCESS1_0 - x x x 
ACCESS1_3 - x x x 
BCC-CSM1-1m x x x x 
BNU-ESM x x x x 
CanESM2 x x x x 
CCSM4 - x x x 
CESM1-CAM5 - x x x 
CSIRO Mk3-6-0 - x x x 
FIO-ESM x x x x 
GISS-E2-H - x x x 
IPSL-CM5A-LR x x x x 
IPSL-CM5A-MR x x x x 
IPSL-CM5B-LR x x x x 
MIROC5 - x x x 
MIROC-ESM-CHEM x x x x 
MIROC-ESM x x x x 
MPI-ESM-LR x x x x 
MPI-ESM-MR x x x x 
MRI-CGCM3 x x x x 
Nor-ESM1-ME x x x x 
Nor-ESM1-M x x x x 
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Add. Table 3. Model names and usage of pressure and temperature in the two CMIP3 experiments. 
Crosses indicate the parameters have been used in the corresponding experiment. 
Model name Usage for 20c3m Usage for SRES A1B 
BCC BCM 2 0 x x 
CCCMA CGCM 3 1 x x 
CCCMA CGCM 3 1 t63 x x 
CNRM CM3 x x 
CSIRO MK 3 0 x x 
CSIRO MK 3 5 x x 
GFDL CM 2 0 x x 
GFDL CM 2 1 x x 
GISS AOM x x 
GISS MODEL E H x x 
GISS MODEL E R x x 
IAP FGOALS 1 0 g x x 
INGV ECHAM4 x x 
INMCM3 0 x x 
IPSL CM4 x x 
MIROC3 2 HIRES x x 
MIROC3 2 MEDRES x x 
MIUB ECHO G x x 
MPI ECHAM 5 x x 
MRI CGCM2 3 2a x x 
NCAR CCSM3 0 x x 
NCAR PCM 1 x x 
UKMO HADCM3 x x 
UKMO HADGEM1 x x 
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Additional figures 
In the following the additional figures that are referred to in the text are listed. Figure 1 
shows the mean gradient for the pre-industrial control run, figures 2-5 illustrate absolute 
and relative uncertainties on annual means for pressure and temperature. In figures 6 and 7 
further diagrams concerning analyses of the Walker Circulation intensity according to the 
definition after Vecchi et al. (2006) are shown. In figure 8 the anomalies for      for the 
individual boxes are seen. Figures 9-12 demonstrate the S/N ratio for the indices according 
to table 2. Figures 13-15 illustrate results concerning the location of the minimal and 
maximal pressure centers. 
 
 
Add. Fig. 1. The mean gradient over 250 years of the piConrol run in temperature and pressure 
gradient along the equator. The index is chosen according to Vecchi et al. (2006). The bold star 
indicates the model mean.  
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Add. Fig.  2. Absolute uncertainties for sea level pressure on annual means. The index is chosen according 
to Vecchi et al. (2006). 
Add. Fig. 3. Relative uncertainties for sea level pressure on annual means. The index is chosen according to 
Vecchi et al. (2006). 
a) b) c) 
a) b) c) 
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Add. Fig. 4. Absolute uncertainties for surface temperatures on annual means. The index is chosen according 
to Vecchi et al. (2006). 
 
Add. Fig. 5. Relative uncertainties for surface temperatures on annual means. The index is chosen according to 
Vecchi et al. (2006). 
a) b) c) 
a) b) c) 
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Add. Fig. 7. Linear trend in temperature and sea level pressure gradient in the 21st century along the 
equator, as an index Vecchi-index is chosen according to the work by Vechi et al. (2006) (see table 2, 
chapter 2.3). a rcp45 , b rcp85. 
Statistical values: 
𝑅𝑒𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑐𝑝       𝑅
 
𝑟𝑐𝑝         and 𝑅𝑒𝑔 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑐𝑝     𝑅
 
𝑟𝑐𝑝       . 
                   
  
Add. Fig. 6. Temperature anomaly for the individual boxes after the definition according 
to Vecchi et al. (2006). a box west, b box east. 
a) b) 
a) 
b) 
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Add. Fig. 8. Equivalent temperature anomaly for the individual boxes after the definition 
according to Vecchi et al. (2006). a box west, b box east. 
Add. Fig. 9. S/N ratio for SLP for Zhang et al., type 1)  Add. Fig. 10. S/N ratio for SLP for Zhang et al., type 2)  
 
Add. Fig. 11. S/N ratio for SLP for Wang.  
 
Add. Fig. 12. S/N ratio for SLP for the bisect “Vecchi-
box”.  
 
a) 
b) 
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Add. Fig. 14. Location of the maximal pressure center for the 21st century, the first half and the second 
half.  a rcp45, b rcp85. No difference between scenarios and no temporal trend can be seen. The x-axis 
shows the model number, number 22 in the model mean. 
Add. Fig. 13. Location of the minimal pressure center for the 21st century, the first half and the second 
half. a rcp45, b rcp85. No difference between scenarios and no temporal trend can be seen. The x-axis 
shows the model number, number 22 in the model mean. 
a) 
b) 
a) 
b) 
a) 
b) 
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Add. Fig. 15. Location of minimal and maximal pressure center for each model as climatological mean 
over the 20th century and the standard deviation. The y-axis shows the model number, number 22 is 
the model mean. Black lines indicate the location of the “Vecchi-box”. 
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